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CoronaStructureson Venus' Modelsof Origin
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Coronae
on Venusare circularto elongate
structures
withmaximumwidthsof 150-1000km
characterized
by annuliof concentric
ridgessurrounding
complex
interiors.Thefeatures
have

raised
topography
relative
to thesurroundings,
theyareassociated
withvolcanic
activity,and
mostare partiallysurrounded
by a peripheral
trough. Variations
in morphology
between
individualcoronaeare due to differencesin their stageof evolutionand/ordifferencesin the

relative
significance
of thegeologic
processes
thatoccur
in eachstage.We examine
models
for
threeprocesses
thatmaybeinvolved
in corona
originandevolution:
(1) a hotspot
or rising
mantle
diapirmodel,
(2) a sinking
mantlediapirmodel,and(3) gravitational
relaxation
of
topography.
Rising
mantle
diapirs
arecaused
byheating
at depth
(e.g.,hotspot),
whilesinking
mantle
diapirs
mayresult
fromcooling
ora phase
change
causing
increased
density
andnegative
buoyancy
at thebaseof thelithosphere.
Thehotspot
modelis mostconsistent
withthemajor
characteristics
of coronae,with gravitational
relaxationoccurringas a modificational
process.

The sinkingmantlediapirwouldproduce
dominant
centralcompression
that has not been
observed
at coronae;
however,higher-resolution
imageandaltimetrydatafromMagellancanbe

usedto distinguish
morefullybetween
thetwomodels.Coronae
in various
states
of formation
anddegradation
canbeidentified
in theVenera15/16data,suggesting
thattheprocess
maybe
continuing today.
INTRODUCTION

The Venera

15/16 mission to Venus revealed a

number of terrain types and classesof features of
unknownorigin. Among these,coronaeare closedor
partly closedcircularto elongatestructures
surrounded

by an annulusof concentric
ridges[Proninand Stofan,
1990] (Figure 1). The features, first describedby

features

characteristic

of

the interior

of

features such as domes, central edifices, and flowlike
features are also common in the interior of coronae.

Thermal instabilities in the mantle (hotspotsor rising

The annuli of ridges surroundingthe structuresare
discontinuous
and vary in width, generallycomposing
of the maximum

radius of a corona.

The

annuli,

and

similarities

to

features

diapirs)may form resultingin uplift and volcanismat
the surface. Sinking diapirs may result from cooling
or a phase change causing increased density and
delamination at the base of the lithosphere.

general morphology,evidenceof imbricationwithin
the

which may have undergonemodificationthrough
processessuch as gravitationalrelaxation[Stofan et
We assess the mantle diapir models of corona
origin using the basic characteristicsof coronae'
relatively raised topography,annuli of compressional
ridges,volcanism,and peripheraltrough. Both rising
and sinking diapirs are modeled quantitatively.

coronae include ridges and grooves in radial,
concentric,oblique, and/or chaotic patterns. Volcanic

15-60%

diapirism[Stofanet al., 1987]. All modelsof origin
must account for the raised topographyof coronae,

al., 1988].

Barsukov et al. [1986], have maximum widths of 1501000 km and interiors that are geologically complex.
Tectonic

modes of origin for coronaehave been suggested
including hotspots [Basilevskyet al., 1986], ring
dikes [Masursky, 1987] and rising and sinking

of

compressionalorigin indicate that the majority of
annuli ridges are compressional
in origin [Stofan and
Head, 1990; Pronin and Stofan, 1990]. Volcanic
flowlike featuresfrequentlyoverlapand/orsurroundthe
rim, which is also frequently cut by regional tectonic
lineaments [Stofan and Head, 1990]. Coronae are
generallycharacterizedby relatively raisedtopography
(<1.5 km above the surrounding region), and are
sometimessurroundedby an exterior moat [Basilevsky
et al., 1986; Stofan and Head, 1986, 1990]. Several
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The

effects of gravitational relaxation on the raised
topography produced by these models are also

assessed.Predictions
of the topography
andresulting
stresses
producedby thesemodelsare thencomparedto
observed coronae characteristics.
BACKGROUND

The

morphology, topography, and general

characteristics of coronae provide important
information on their origin and evolution. Twentyone coronae that fit the definition given above have
been describedby Pronin and Stofan [1990], while a

groupof coronaein the MnemosyneRegio regionwere
characterized
by Stofanand Head [1990]. Three classes
of coronae have been identified: symmetrical,
asymmetrical,
and subdued[Proninand Stofan,1990].
Symmetricalcoronaeare characterizedby circular to
oval form, with the annulussurroundingat least 75%
of the structure. Asymmetricalcoronaeare similar in
interior morphologyto the symmetricalclass but are
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Fig. 1. Venera15/16 radarimageof AnahitCorona,centeredat 63øN, 264ø.

The corona,

approximately350 km across,has an interior characterizedby smoothplains, domes,and a
volcanic edifice.

The corona Pomona is seen to the northeast.

asymmetrical about a central axis or have an annulus
on only one side of the structure.Subduedcoronae are

also similar in generalmorphologyto the symmetrical
class, but their interiors are dominatedby smooth
plains, and the annuli have a floodedand embayed

Associated Tectonic Features

The interiors
of coronae
arealsocharacterized
by
tectonicfeatures,someof regionalorigin and some
associated directly with corona formation and

appearance.

evolution(Figure2). Both extensional
groovesand

Corona

compressional
tectonicridges can be identified in the
interior of coronae, along with some tectonic

Annulus

The symmetrical, asymmetrical, and subdued
coronae are all characterizedby annuli of concentric
ridgesthat compose15-60% of the maximum width of
the structure(Figure 2). Ridgeswithin the annulusare
spaced 5-15 km apart [Stofan and Head, 1986;

Kryuchkov, 1988a], similar to ridge spacingin the
bandedterrain surroundingLakshmiPlanurn[Solomon

and Head, 1984] whichis thoughtto be controlled
by
the thicknessof a surfaceelastic layer in the crust.
Some evidence of imbrication can be seen within the

annuli, and the annuli are similar in general
morphologyto featuresof compressional
origin found
in Akna and Freyja Montes [Campbell et al., 1983;
Crumpler et al., 1986] and some ridge belts
[Kryuchkov, 1988b; Frank and Head, 1988]. The
generalmorphologyand topography
of the majorityof

ridgeswithin the annulusstronglysuggestthat they
are compressional
in origin [Stofanand Head, 1990;
Pronin and Stofan, 1990].

lineamentsof unknownorigin. Some extensional
features,such as a group of lineamentsin Bachue

Corona,lie alongthe highesttopography
withinthe
coronaand appearto be associated
with uplift of
topography.Many coronae(e.g., Rananeida,
Feronia)
are characterizedby throughgoingcompressional
ridgesthat appearto be relatedto regionaltectonic
activity rather than coronaeformationand/orevolution
[Stofan and Head, 1990]. Other lineamentswithin
coronae appear to be related to small volcanic edifices

(< 50 km in diameter),suchas at Otau and Pomona
coronae. Theselineamentssurrounding
the volcanic
edificesmay be tectonicin originor maybe volcanic
features. Nightingale and Fakahotucoronaeare also

characterizedby chaotic terrain, consistingof
orthogonalto obliquelyintersecting
ridges. Chaotic
terrainoccursin theinnerannulus
andmayresultfrom
later modification(i.e., gravity sliding) within the
annulus[ProninandStofan,1990]. In general,unless
tectoniclineamentsare associated
with regional
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IDEALIZED

CORONA
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characterized
by volcanicflows, found in the interior
and overlappingand surrounding
the rim (Figure 2).
Flows frequently pond in the peripheral trough and
inside the coronaein topographiclows borderingthe

SKETCHMAP

annulus. Aside from some small volcanic edifices, no
clear sources for the flows can be identified.
Some

coronae, such as Otau, Pomona, and Feronia, are also
associated with small volcanic edifices, 20-50 km in

FEATU RE

ANNULUS

CHARACTER

diameter (Figure 2). The edifices always lie along
lineament trends that cut the annulusand appearto be
related to regional tectonic activity. The volcanic
edifices are surroundedby flows and apparenttectonic
ridges or dikes. Coronae differ significantly from
most volcanic complexes in that they are not
characterizedby a dominantcentral edifice, indicating
that coronae have had a more complex volcanic

ISTICS

Compose 15-60% of the maximumradiusof a
corona. Discontinuous, varies in width, often

•

asymmetrical.
Ridges
spaced
5-15
km
apart,
imbricationseen.
Interpreted
as
compressional

INTERIOR
RIDGES
•

INTERIOR
GROOVES
•

CHAOTIC
TERRAIN

•

in origin.

evolution.

Lessthan 100 km long,radar-brightand dark.
Of compressional,extensionaland unknown
origin.In radial,concentricand oblique
orientations.

Topography
Both Pioneer Venus and Venera 15/16 topographic
data indicatethat coronaeare generallyraised<1.5 km

Randomlyoriented,lessthan 100 km long.
Graben 5-20 km wide. Interpretedas
extensional in origin.

PIONEER

Ridgesand groovesintersectingin orthogonal
to obliqueorientations.Occur in 2 coronae,

1. NIGHTINGALE

TOPOGRAPHIC

PROFILES

CORONA

[

interpreted
ascomplex
deformation
ofannulus.

DOME

VENUS

TROUGH

1

_

5-15 km diameter,somewithsummitpits.
ß

FLOW

:•
EDIFICE

:••

Located in annulus, interior and exterior.
Interpreted as volcanic in origin.

Up to 100's of kms long, radar-brightand dark.
Few sourcesidentified,interpretedas volcanic

0

123 ø

136 ø

2. BACHUE

CORONA

inorigin.

30-50 km in diameter,summitpits or calderas.
1

Flows
and
radial
ridges
surround
the
edifices,

which generally lie along tectonictrends.
Interpretedas volcanic in origin.

Fig. 2. Idealized sketchmap of a corona showingpossible
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3. FERONIA

CORONA

associated tectonic and volcanic features.

A

I

I

I

A

I

tectonic activity or local volcanic activity within a
corona, the lineaments do not cut the annulus and

appear to be produced by extensional and/or
compressionalforcesrelated to coronaevolution.
Associated

274
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4. COATLICUE

CORONA

Volcanism

All coronae are associatedwith volcanic activity,
occurring at various times throughouttheir evolution.
Small domes (10-15 km in diameter) are found in the
interior, in the annulus, and in the region surrounding
coronae(Figure 2). Barsukovet al. [1986], noting the
presence of summit craters on many of the small
domesin the Venusianplains, interpretedthe domesto
be volcanic in origin, possibly produced by
strombolian-typeeruptions [Head and Wilson, 1986].
Analysisof the dome populationfor the sevencoronae
in the Mnemosyne Regio area shows that the
populationof domes inside the coronaeis higher than
in the surroundingregion, indicating that formation of
the domes is related to coronae origin and evolution,
as well as regional volcanic activity. Coronae are also
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LOCATION

OF ANNULUS

Fig. 3. Topographicprofiles acrossseveralcoronacbasedon
Pioneer Venus altimetry measurements.
Profile 1,
Nightingale Corona; profile 2, Bachue Corona; profile 3,
Feronia Corona; profile 4, Coatlicue Corona. The profiles
were created with the 1985 NSSDC

Pioneer Venus data set

(footprint size in the region is approximately100 x 100 km,
vertical accuracyabout 200 m [Pettengillet al., 1980]). The
profiles show that some coronae are characterized by
relativelydomeliketopography,while othersare characterized
by a centraltopographiclow. Approximatelyhalf of coronae
mapped in the northern hemisphereare at least partially
surrounded
by a peripheraltrough.
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above the surroundingregion. Profiles acrossseveral
coronaeare seen in Figure 3. The central region of
many coronaeis at a lower elevationthan the annulus
(profiles 1, 4, Figure 3). The annuluscorresponds
to
raised or sloping topography,with ridges within the
annulusgenerallyparallelingtopographic
trends. Over
half of coronae are also characterizedby a peripheral

trough(Figure4), approximately
500 m deepand 5075 km wide in the case of the Mnemosyne coronae

group. The troughgenerallylies outsidethe annulus.
EvolutionarySequence

Stofan and Head [1990] examinedthe morphology
of seven coronae in the Mnemosyne Regio area and
derived a general evolutionary sequence for these
features(Figure 4). Comparisonsto the morphology
of a large number of coronae [Pronin and Stofan,
1990] provide further support for this sequence.
Regionaltectonicand volcanicactivity were generally
found to precedecoronaformation. The initial stage
of corona formation (1, Figure 4) involves uplift of
the surface, volcanic activity, and construction.

CORONA

EVOLUTION

,

Corona such as Bachue exhibit high topographyand
central extensionthat are consistentwith domal uplift.
Coronalike

volcanic

structures

such as Sekmet

Mons

and 58øN, 255ø provideevidencethat uplift and
volcanic construction precede annulus and trough
formation.

These

volcanic

structures

have

been

interpreted as protocoronae[Stofan and Head, 1990].
In the secondstage (2, Figure 4), volcanismcontinues
combinedwith formation of the annulusand peripheral
trough. Last (3, Figure 4), topographic degradation
and volcanism are the dominant processes, with
coveringof the annulusand infilling of the troughby
local volcanic activity. Late stage regional tectonic
activity postdatescorona formation, with bands of
lineaments frequently cutting coronae annuli.
Volcanism, in the form of small volcanic edifices

discussed above, tends to concentrate along these
lineament bands. Despite the general similarities
between

coronae that allow

them to be classified

as a

group, significant differences in morphology exist
between individual coronae. We interpret these
differences to reflect the differing amounts and
significanceof the processesdiscussedabove in the
formationof each corona. For example,somecoronae
have been significantly overprinted by regional
tectonic activity (e.g., Rananeida), while others
postdatemuch of the regionaldeformation(e.g., Otau).
All coronaeappearto follow the evolutionarysequence
describedabove, but the stage that different coronae
are at may vary as well as the relative significanceof
the processesthat occur in each stage.
Summary

- UPLIFT
-VOLCANISM
- CENTRAL

EXTENSION

.

Coronae appear to form by uplift and volcanic
construction,followed by formationof the annulusand
peripheral trough.
Both extensional and
compressional
featurescan be found in the interior of
the structures, with volcanism occurring throughout
their evolution.

The interior of some coronae are also

topographicallylower than the annulus,which does
not alwayscompletelysurroundthe corona. The basic
characteristics of coronae that must be accounted for in

any model of origin include relatively raised
topography,annuli of compressionalridges, interior
volcanic and tectonic activity, presenceof a peripheral
- ANNULUS
- TROUGH

FORMATION
FORMATON

.

- REDUCTION
OF TOPOGRAPHY
- LOCAL VOLCANISM
-INFILLING
OF TROUGH

Fig. 4. Generalized
sequence
of eventsof coronaevolution.
In the first stage, coronaeare characterizedby uplift,
volcanism, and central extension. Annulus and trough
formation occur in the second stage, with reduction of

topography,
local volcanism,
and infilling of the trough
occurringin the third stage.

trough, and the evolutionarysequencedescribedabove.

These general characteristicssuggest some basic
processesrelated to thermal perturbations,diapirism,
and gravitationalrelaxation. We have pursuedmodels
of these processes in order to test whether they
producesurfacefeaturesand sequencessimilar to that
observedfor coronae. In this paper, we discussthree
analytical models that may be significant in corona
origin and evolution: mantle diapir models (both
rising and sinking anomalies) and gravitational
relaxationof a plateauand dome.
MANTI•

DIAPIR MODELS

Diapirism involves the rising or sinking of
material. Density contrastsmay result from heating
and partial melting, causing upward movement of
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A. RISING

ANOMALY

,

B. SINKING

>

ANOMALY

Fig. 5. (a) Idealized rising anomaly model of corona origin.
A thermal anomalyor hotspotresultsin partial melting, with
lighter buoyant material rising causinguplift and volcanism
at the surface. (b) Idealized sinking anomaly model of corona
origin. A sinking diapir may form due to a phase change
producedby thickeningof the lithospherebelow a critical

depthor coolinginstabilitiesat the baseof the lithosphere

material (Figure 5a). Conversely,cooling or a phase
changemay causethe density of material to increase,
resulting in downwardmotion (Figure 5b). We have
formulated a model to study the effects on the surface
of both upward and downwardmotion from the interior
of a planet.
Hotspotor Rising Mantle Diapir Model
First, we examine the topography and deformation
that are predicted to result from the upward movement
of a diapiric body in the Venus mantle. The crust and
mantle are treatedas a linear viscoushalf-spacethat is
layered in both density and viscosity, following the
approach of Bindschadler and Parmentier [1990]
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conditions on the half-space and matching conditions
between individual layers. Velocities are required to
vanish at great depths (z--, oo), while at the surface
shear stresses vanish

and vertical

normal

stresses are

those due to topography. Horizontal and vertical
componentsof velocity and shear and vertical normal
stressesare required to be continuousacrossviscosity
interfaces within the halfspace, except at the crustmantle boundary and at the location of the density
anomaly.
Here, vertical normal stresses are
discontinuous by amounts dependent upon the
deflection of the crust-mantle boundary and the
magnitude of the density anomaly, respectively. In
practice, the density anomaly representingthe rising
diapir is deconvolvedinto individual harmonicsusing
two-dimensional fast Fourier transforms (FFT's).
Boundary and matchingconditionsform a set of linear
equations for each harmonic which is solved using
matrix inversion methods and whose solution yields
constantsof the equationsof flow. We describeresults
of the various models in terms of surface topography
and style of deformation. Deformationis examinedby
calculating principal stressesat the surface at different
times during the rise of the diapiricbody. Stressesare
calculated directly from the equations of flow.
Following Anderson'stheory [1951], fault types are
determined by the orientations of greatest and least
compressivestresses.
Strictly speaking, the above model only allows us
to consider the effects of a steady (fixed in space)
source of mantle flow. In order to considerdynamic
effects,continuousmovementof the diapir is simulated
by placing the diapir at a depthd for a time intervalAt
that is short compared to the characteristicresponse
time of the crust [Bindschadler and Parmentier, 1990]
and calculatingaccumulatedtopographyat the surface
z = •5(t)

(Figure 6). In all models,we assumea 10% density
contrast between the crust and mantle, and a crustal

density
of 3000km/m
3. Effective
linearviscosities
for individual layers are obtained from flow laws for
diabase[Sheltonand Tullis, 1981], representingcrustal
rocks, and olivine [Goetze, 1978], representingmande
rocks. Temperatures are assumedto follow an error
function distribution with depth, appropriate for a
thermal boundary layer. Near the surface, such a
distribution is approximately linear but at depth
approaches an asymptotic value appropriate to a
convectivesystem (1500 K). Flow is driven by an
axisymmetric density anomaly within the halfspace,
representingthe rising diapiric body. We take the
rising body to have a stressmagnitude of about 30
MPa (the stress necessary to support I km of
topography). A number of shapeswere examined for
the shape of the diapiric body, including spherical,
multilayered shapes. Results were found to be
insensitive to choice of diapir shape, and a Gaussian
function was used in the results described below,

largely for computationalconvenience.
In this multiple-layered linear model, solutionsto
the equationsof flow are fully determinedby boundary

Fig. 6. Schematicof the model used for the rising and
sinkingdiapir modelsand the gravitationalrelaxationmodel,
[afterBindscharier, 1990]. In the simplifiedcaseshown,the
half-space is stratified in both density and viscosity, with
topographyat the surface and at z = h (h = upper layer
thickness)representedby harmonicfunctions(d(x, t)= F(t)
cos kx, e(x,t) = G(t) cos kx, where k is the wavenumberand F

andG are time-dependent
amplitudes
of the topography
at the
surface(F) and alongthe interface(G)). The casedescribedin
the text utilized multiple layers with viscosities varying
accordingto flow laws for diabaseand olivine.
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and the crust-mantle boundary. The diapir is then

a.

0.2

I

I

I

I

moved a distance Az = w At, where w is determined

from Stoke's law and the resulting Az is much less
than the crustal

thickness.

At

each new

location

0.15

within

extent, is also a function of the characteristic value of
stress used to obtain linear viscosities

flow laws [Grimm and Solomon, 1988].
examined

-

0.1

-

139 km _
106 km

0.05

from

We have

I

-0.05
0

1O0

I

10 and 30 km; surfacethermal gradientsof 10, 20, and

30 K km-1;andcharacteristic
stress
valuesof 10 and
25 MPa. These valuesrepresentlikely limits on the
model. In all of these runs, the diapir was placed
initially at a depth of 300 km and was allowed to rise
to a depth of approximately 100 km. Calculations
were halted at that point becauseof the likelihood that

b. 250

I

I

I

•
150

500

I

,-o-

RADIAL STRESS
HOOP STRESS

lOO
50
o

-5o

diapir and subsequentalterationof the flow field.

-150

and a characteristicstressvalue of 10 MPa (Figure 7).
The rising mantle diapir or hotspotresultsin uplift of
the surface,with the magnitudeof the uplift increasing
and the width decreasingas the diapir approachesthe
surface (Figure 7a).
An increase in the thermal
gradientresultsin decreasingtopographicuplift due to
weakening of the lithosphere permitting crustal
thinningto begin before the diapir reachesnear-surface
levels. An increasein the crustal thicknesssimilarly

I

400

2OO

-lOO

km-thick
crust,a 20 K km-1 surface
thermal
gradient,

300

R (km)

the interactionbetweenthe diapir and the overlying
lithospherewould result in significantflatteningof the
case of the model was run with a 10-

I

200

model results for crustal thickness values of

The nominal

d = 300 km

1%.

In this model, the responseof the surface to a
rising diapiric body is most strongly affected by the
strength (viscosity) structure of the crust and
uppermostmantle, or the theological lithosphere. The
strength of these layers is most strongly affected by
the crustal thicknessand thermal gradientand, to some
deviatoric

x

171 km

the diapir, additional topography is added to that
which has already accumulated. Resultswere testedfor
convergence by halving the time interval and
comparing topography and surface stressesand were
found to be identical

-

of

-

i

i

i

i

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

250
200
15o

reducesthe amount of uplift.

Over the centerof the uplift, both hoop and radial
stressesremain extensionalthroughoutthe rise of the
diapir (Figure 7b). Hoop stressesare larger in
magnitude, predicting formation of radial extensional
featuresduringuplift. As the diapir nearsthe surface,a
zone of radial compressionalstressesdevelopsalong
the base of the growing region of uplift (Figure 7b,
middle). Sincehoop and radial stressesare oppositein
sign and comparablein magnitude,strike-slipfaulting
is expected. As the diapir continues to near the
surface (Figure 7b, bottom), compressional radial
stressesat the baseof the uplifted region have become
large comparedto hoop stresses,predicting formation
of concentriccompressionalfeatures.

250

200•
150
100

5O

-50
-1 oo

-150

I
0

100

I
200

I

I

300

400

500

R (km)

Fig. 7. Rising mantle diapir model results. (a) Surface
topography
shownat five differentdepthsof the diapir. As
the diapir approachesthe surface, uplift increasesand
narrows. The topographyresultsare sealedby the ratio of
the densityanomalywhichrepresents
the diapir(expressed
as
a surfacemass density)to the densityof the crust. For

example,
for a risers•ress
of about30 MPa anda crustal
densityof 3000 kg m'ø, a dimensionless
heightof 1 is equal
to I km. (b) Stressat the surfacedue to a rising manfie
diapir. Radial, hoop, and vertical stressesare shownat three

depthsof the diapir;(top) depth= 220 km, (middle)depth=
171 km, and (bottom)depth= 106 km.
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Variations of model parameters within the limits
described above do not alter the prediction of radial
extension in the interior of the uplifted region and
strike-slip faulting along the periphery. Relative
magnitudesof radial compressionand azimuthal (hoop)
extension along the periphery of the uplifted region
depend on the strength (viscosity) structure of the
lithosphere,which is a function of thermal gradient,
crustal

thickness

and flow

laws

20,939

A) STAGE 1. FORMATIONAND DETACHMENTOF
SINKING

BODY

chosen for crust and

mantle material. The magnitudeof radial compression
is increasedfor strong, thin near-surfacelayers, which

B) STAGE 2. SINKING, ISOSTATIC UPLIFT

islikelytooccur
formoderate
tohigh(< 20K km-1)
thermal gradients or increased (> 10 km) crustal
thickness.

In summary, the hotspot or rising mantle diapir
model predicts uplift of the surface,with the uplifted
region becoming narrower and higher as the diapir
approaches the surface. Radial normal faults are
predicted over the center of the uplift with azimuthal
compression or strike-slip faulting at the margins.
Increasingthe thermal gradientor the crustalthickness
results in crustal thinning, decreased uplift, and
increasedazimuthalcompression.

C) STAGE 3. CONTINUED SINKING, SUBSIDENCE

SinkingMantle Diapir Model

The process by which a portion of the lower
lithospheredetachesand sinks is extremelycomplex;
thus its effects on the surface cannot be addressed in a

simplemodel as was donefor the risingmantlediapir.
The processof a sinkingmantlediapir can be broken
into three stages(Figure 8):
Stage 1. An instabilitydevelopsat the baseof the
thermallithospheredue to coolingor at depthdue to a
phasechange,leading to the detachmentof material
forming a sinkingdiapir (Figure 8a). Understanding
the early time variationsin surface topographyand
deformationas the instability developsand begins to
detach involves a greater complexity of calculation
than warranted here. Qualitatively, this stage is
expectedto lead to the formationof a topographic
low
and compressional
tectonicfeaturesdue to downward
vertical normal

replacedthe sinkingbody, downwardvertical normal
stressesassociated with the sinking of the detached
part of the lithosphere,and downwardvertical normal
stresses associated with loading of the surface by
volcanism(Figure 8b). The shapeof topographyand
the stress field depend on the interactions of these
sourcesof stress and the rate at which each changes
with time. Effects due to the sinking body are
stronglyattenuatedas it sinks and thus dependupon
its downwardvelocity. The rate at which the surface
respondsisostaticallyto hot material intrudedat the
baseof the lithosphereor to a topographicload caused
by volcanismdependsprimarily upon the viscosityof
the mantle and the characteristic wavelength of the
Also

accompaniedby volcanism. (c) Stage 3. Continuedsinking
of the detachedportion of the lithosphere,accompaniedby
subsidence
of the topographyand accompanying
deformation.
At this stage,crustalthickeningwould also occur.

stresses associated with the formation

and initial detachmentof the sinkingbody.
Stage 2. The detachmentand sinkingof a portion
of the lithosphereproducesthree distinct sourcesof
topography:upwardvertical normal stressesassociated
with isostatic adjustment to hot material that has

load.

Fig. 8. Stagesin the evolutionof a sinkingmantlediapir.
(a) Stage 1. Formationand detachment
of a portionof the
lower lithosphere. A topographic low with interior
compression
is predicted. (b) Stage2. Sinkingof the body
with isostaticuplift causedby replacementof the sinking
portionof the lithospherewith warmermaterial. A troughis
predictedaroundthe uplift. This stagewouldmostlikely be

relevant

is the

characteristic

thermal

relaxation time, which determines the rate at which

thermalsupportfor topographydecreases.In order to
assess the relative importance of these effects, we
derive the characteristic

time scales associated with

each sourceof topography.
Consider a portion of the lithosphere that has
detached and begun to sink due to its negative
buoyancy. The mean temperature
of the lithosphereis

TL and that of the convectingmantlebelow is TL +
AT. The temperature
differenceAT leadsto a density

difference
Ap= p•xAT,
where
•x= 3 x 10-5 K-1 isthe
coefficientof thermalexpansionand p is the density
of mantle material at temperatureT. To first orderwe
ignorethe detailsof the shapeof the sinkingbody,
and considerit as a spherethat obeysStokes'law as it
sinks. The diameter of the body divided by the
sinkingvelocityyields a characteristic
sinkingtime
9•trn
xD = •
Apga

(1)
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where ix is the viscosity of the convectingmantle, g is
the acceleration due to gravity, and a is the
characteristic

radius of the sinker.

Uplift of the surfacedue to the intrusionof warmer
mantle material into the void left by the sinking body
occurs at a rate governed by the time constant for
isostatic rebound, familiar from studies of glacial
rebound [e.g., Turcotte and Schubert, 1982]. In the
limit that load wavelengths are greater than
lithospheric thickness (most coronae are greater than
250 km across):
all

Xr = --

(2)

pga

where 4a is taken to be the characteristicwavelength
of the load. Since the load of any volcanic deposit
associatedwith a corona is likely to be the same size
(within a factor of a few), the same characteristictime
scale appliesto relaxationof sucha load. Note that xD
and xr are proportionalto ix/a, and thus their ratio is
constant even if mantle viscosity or sinking body
radius are varied.

Cooling of the thermal intrusion beneath the
surface (Figure 8) is governed by transient onedimensional cooling and is characterized by a time
scale

Xc = --

(3)

whereAL is the verticaldimensionof the regionwhere
lithosphere has been replaced by warmer mantle
material and •c is thermal conductivity. We first
consider the case where AL = 2a, adopting the
parametersshown in Table 1. For theseparameters,
we find that xc > xD as long as a > 23 km. The effect
of our approximations
is likely to overestimate
xc and
underestimatexD, but while a lengthscaleof the order
of 20 km could representthe thermallithosphereon
Venus (particularlypostdatinga delaminationevent, as
supposedhere), it is a factor of-5

smaller than the

smallestcoronaradius.More indicativeis an example
in which we take L = 50 km and a = 100 km. We then

findxc = 83x 106 years
andxD = 17x 106years.
For
thesesameparameters,
xr = 35,000 years.
We thereforeexpect that the secondstage of the
sinkingprocesswill be accompanied
by uplift of the
surfaceandby deformationsimilarto thatpredictedby
the rising diapir model. This uplift occursrapidly
compared to the sinking of the diapiric body and

Table 1. Model Parameters

Symbol
Parameter
a
coefficientof thermalexpansion

Value
3 x 10-5 K-1

a

radius of sinker

variable

AT

temperaturedifferencebetween
lithosphereand convectingmantle

200 K

p

density
oflithospheric
material
at

3300kgrn-3

temperatureT

/•

thermalconductivity

Pm

viscosity
ofmantle
attemperature 1021
Pas
T+AT

10-3 m s-2

cooling of the intrusionof warm mantle material. The
uplift is surroundedby a peripheral trough due to
sinkingof the detachedportionof the lithosphere.As
the diapir sinks and the heated mantle cools, it seems
likely that the rise of warm mantle material to
relativelyshallowdepthswill resultin partialmelting,
intrusion, and extrusion of melts.

Because of the

relatively long-lived nature of the thermal anomaly
associated
with delamination,
volcanismandplutonism
axe expectedto continue into the third stage of the
sinking process.
Stage 3. At this point in the sinkingprocess,a
topographic high would exist on the surface due to

thermaluplift, the sinkingbody wouldbe near enough
to the surface to have an effect on topographyand
stressfields, and volcanismwould be likely to occur
(Figure 8c). We therefore consider a model for this
stage in which a sinking body and a volcanic load at
the surfacecombineto producetopographyand surface
deformation. We use a versionof the rising mantle
diapirmodelmodifiedto includean initial topographic
load on the surface.

Similar cases were run for the

model: crustal thicknessesof 10 and 30 km; thermal

gradients
of 10,20, and30 K km-1;andcharacteristic
stresses of 10 and 25 MPa.

We

assumed that the

sinking body was 200 K cooler than the mantle
through which it sank, and for all models the initial
topographic load due to volcanism was taken to be
Gaussianin shapewith an amplitudeof 500 m. The
initial depth of the sinkingbody was taken to be 100
km; runs were continueduntil a depth of 300 km was
reached at which point the only significantchange
with increasing depth was an overall decrease in
surface horizontal

stress levels.

The combinedvertical loads of the sinking body
and the volcanic load result in the initial formation of

a topographic trough surrounding the assumed
topographichigh (Figure 9). Figure 9 illustrates a
nominal case which assumeda 30 km thick crust, 20 K

km-1 surfacethermalgradient,and 10 MPa
characteristicstress. Relaxation of the topographic
high occursquite rapidly. This is consistentwith the
relationshipbetween '1;
r and '1;
D as derived in equations
(1) and (2). The bottom of the trough moves inward
and the trough shallows as the diapir sinks and the
topographic high relaxes. Although details of the
topographicshape are different for different values of
crustal thickness, thermal gradient, and characteristic
stress,all casesexhibiteda troughsurroundinga high,
which

moved

inward

and

shallowed

while

the

topographichigh relaxed. In all cases the maximum
depth of the trough was approximately100 m or less.
This model implies that troughsare transientfeatures;

troughs around coronae also might be producedby
flexure of the lithosphere.
The deformation

due to the interaction

of stresses

due to a sinking body and a topographic load is
complex, showing a great deal of variation both with
time and with different values of model parameters.
We summarizepreliminaryresultshere, with the caveat
that more extensiveexaminationwould be requiredto
fully characterize the processesthat produce the
deformation. The general pattern of stressesin the
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Fig. 10. DefOrmationalfeatures predicted by the sinking
mantle diapir model. Interior radial compressionalfeatures
are surrounded by concentric graben associated with the
peripheral trough. Concentric compressionalfeatures are
predictedto form outsidethe trough.
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Fig. 9. Surfacetopographyand stressespredictedby the
sinkingmantle diapir model for three depthsof the sinking
mantlediapir. As the diapir sinks,topographydecreases
and
the troughshallowsand narrows. The topographyresultsare
scaledby the ratio of the densityanomalywhich represents
the diapir(expressed
as a surfacemassdensity)to the density
of the crust. For example,for a sinker stressof about 30

MPaanda crustal
density
of 3000kgm
-3 a dimensionless
heightof 1 is equalto 1 km. Shorteningis predictedwithin
the relaxing topographichigh, with marginal radial extension

that follows the trough as it moves inward as the diapir
sinks. Radial compression
occursat later stages.

surfacesurrounded
by a trough, with radial extensional
featuresand possiblyperipheralcompression.Uplift
occursrapidly comparedto the sinkingof the diapiric
body and the cooling of intruded warm material. As
the detachedportion of the lithospherecontinuesto
sink, the topographichigh produced in the second
stage relaxes. The trough around it shallows and
narrowsas sinkingproceeds.Deformationproducedby
this final stage is characterized by radial
compressional features associated with the interior

high topography,concentricgraben associatedwith
the troughand compressional
featuressurrounding
the
trough.
GRAVITATIONALRELAXATIONMODEL

sinkingmantle diapir model implies an inner zone of

radialcompressional
featuresassociated
with the high
topographyof the volcanic load, a zone of concentric
extensionalfeaturesassociatedwith the troughitself,

and a zone of concentric
compression
surrounding
the
trough (Figures 9 and 10). The innermostzone is due

the combinedeffects of the sinking body and the
topographicload; both tend to causecompressional
hoop and radial stressesat the center of the load. The

zone of extensionrelatedto the troughis due to the
surface load, which causes stress similar to that of an

elasticlayer. The outer zone of radial compression
appears to be due to flow inward toward the center,
related to the sinking body.

In summary,the sinking mantle diapir model is
characterized
by an early time depression
with interior
compression.This stageis followedby uplift of the

Coronaerepresenta topographicload on the surface
of

Venus.

The

dominance

of

volcanic

features

indicates that some portion of corona topography
consistsof volcanic material depositedon the surface
of the planet. In addition, thermal support for
topography will decay as lithosphere heated by
upwelling or delaminationcools. Dynamic support
will ceaseas a rising diapir encounters
the theological
lid of the lithosphere. Gravitational relaxation of
topographyis a processthat has been suggestedas
likely to occur on Venus on geologic time scales
[Weertman, 1979; Solomonet al., 1982a]. Materials
at relatively shallow depths are expectedto exhibit
ductile flow due to high Venus surfacetemperatures.
Solomonet al. [1982a] suggested
that an impactbasin
severalhundredkilometersacrossand 3 b.y. old or
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greater shouldhave little topographicrelief at present.
Stephens et al. [1983] predicted that the high
topographyof Maxwell Montes (over 8 km above the
mean planetary radius (6051.9 km)) would relax in a

few hundredmillionyearsif not supported
by dynamic
processes. At these time scales,and in the absenceof
significant erosion rates [Iranov et al., 1986],

gravitationalrelaxationmay be of great importancein
modifying and reducingsurfacerelief on Venus.
We apply a gravitationalrelaxation model to two
topographicforms that might representearly forms of
coronae on Venus, a dome and a plateau. The
topographicforms are relaxed over time in an attempt
to reproduce coronalike topography. In addition,
stresses produced by the relaxing topography are
analyzed to see if they are consistent with corona
tectonic

features.

The relaxation model uses the same layered
theology as the rising mantle diapir model
[Bindschadlerand Parmentier,1990] (Figure 6).
Solutionsare thoseobtainedby Bindschadler[1990],
extended to axisymmetricgeometriesusing twodimensional FFTs.

In all cases examined, shear

stresses
vanishat the surface. Relaxationis drivenby

vertical normal stress.
Analytic solutions for
topographyand stressesare obtained as a function of
time.

Two topographic forms were chosen as likely
starting conditions for a corona: (1) a steep-sided
topographichigh or plateau and (2) a gently sloping
topographichigh or dome. Two starting conditions
were used for each topographic form: (1) initially
isostatically (Airy) compensatedtopography and (2)
initially uncompensatedtopography
For the cases of an initially isostatically
compensatedplateau and dome, the topographicfeature
relaxes uniformly to zero (Figures 11a and 11b).
Heights for the dome and plateau are equal to one at
t=O. The topographic high does not undergo any
significant change in form as it relaxes; the elevation
decreases at approximately the same rate for all
wavelengths. The model fails to reproducethe trough
characteristic of most coronae, as well as the central

low typical of many coronae.
Relaxation of initially isostaticallyuncompensated

topographyresultsin the more rapid loweringof the
featureand developmentof a peripheraltrough(Figure
12). Relaxation of a plateau results in the formation

topographic loads at the surface and/or crust-mantle

of a central low, while relaxation of a dome does not.

boundary,which are approximated
as discontinuities
in

The topographyof the relaxed structureis similar to

GRAVITATIONAL RELAXATION MODEL:
COMPENSATED PLATEAU

GRAVITATIONAL
RELAXATION
MODEL:
COMPENSATED
DOME

a.

TIME

1

TIME

1

TIME 3

TIME

5

TIME 5

TIME 3

Fig. 11. Topographyresultingfrom gravitationalrelaxationof an initially isostatically
compensated
(a) plateauand(b) dome. The initialformof the topography
is preservedas the
topographic
relief decreases,
shownfor threearbitrarytime steps.
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(and the thickness of the theological lithosphere
increased),initial compressionin the center of the
featurebecomesgreatercomparedto later extension,as
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DISCUSSION
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Predictions

We have

formulated

and tested three models

that

may be involved in corona origin and evolution'
mantle diapirism (rising and sinking anomalies) and
gravitationalrelaxation of topography.
Hotspot model. A hotspotor rising mantle diapir
producesuplift at the surface, with extensionalradial
featurespredictedin the central region surroundedby
azimuthal compressionalfeatures. Higher, narrower
uplift is producedas the rising diapir is placednearer
to the surface.
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Fig.12. Topography
andstresses
predicted
bytherelaxation
of an uncompensated
plateau. Resultsfor the dome are
similar. Topography,vertical, hoop and radial stressare
shown,at (a) 260 years,(b) 5700 years,and (c) 25,000
years. As the topographic
highlowersin relief,a centralsag
and peripheralti'oughdevelop. Relaxationoccurson more
rapid time scales than in the compensated case.
Uncompensated
relaxationof a domeresembles
Figure1lb;
no centralsagis formed,althougha troughdoesform. Stress
levelsare quitehigh dueto the highviscosityof near-surface
layers. As time proceeds,the shapeof the stresscurves
remainsapproximately
the same,until very late stageswhen
the stresslevels are extremelylow and the relaxationmore
resemblesthat of compensated
topography.

that of a relaxing impact crater [Solomon et al.,
1982a, b; Hall et al., 1981]. Relaxation proceeds at
an initially faster rate than the compensatedcases,as
much of the deformation is taken up in the relatively

inviscid half-space. Early time stresses for the
uncompensatedcases are much higher than in the
compensatedcases. Plots of surface stressfor the
plateau (Figure 12) indicate that at early times, the
center of the plateau undergoes both radial and
azimuthalcompression,while radial extensionoccurs
along the base of the plateau. As relaxation
progresses, compressional stresses in the center
decrease,hoop stressesdecreasein magnitude,radial
compressional
stressesare focusedalong the rim, and
radial

shapeas they relax.
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The topographicform and stressesresultingfrom
gravitationalrelaxation differ based on the initial
degreeof isostaticcompensation
of the topographic

changein shapeas they relax, forming
peripheral troughs, and, in the case of the plateau,
central sags. Stressesare initially compressional
in
the center and extensional at the periphery, then
changein sign anddecrease
in magnitudeas relaxation
proceeds.Initially compensated
featuresmaintaintheir
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more of the earlier deformationis taken up in sagging
of the stronglayer [Bindschadler,1990].
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extensional

stresses

are

focused

in

the

developingtrough. If the thermalgradientis decreased

Sinking diapir model. For a sinkingmantle diapir,
an initial depressionis predictedfollowed by uplift and
volcanic loading. A peripheral trough is predicted,
along with an inner zone of radial thrusting,
concentric graben associated with the trough, and
concentric features of compressional origin
surroundingthe trough.
Gravitational
relaxation.
The gravitational
relaxation

model

was tested for several cases of initial

isostaticcompensation
for a plateauand dome. In the
initially compensatedcase, both the plateau and dome

relax without a change in shape.

The initially

uncompensatedcase does predict a change in shape,
with a peripheral trough and central sag produced as
the dome or plateau relaxes. The central region is
initially characterized by both radial and azimuthal
compression. As the plateau changes shape, radial
compression is focused along the rim and radial
extensionin the trough surroundingthe plateau.
Comparisonsto Corona Characteristics

In the hotspot model, early uplift and central
extension are predicted, consistentwith the swell-like
topography, tectonic features, and central volcanism

characteristic
of coronae. The peripheraltroughand
central low region typical of many coronae are
consistent with uncompensated relaxation of the
uplifted region. The centrallow characteristicof many
coronae is only produced by the uncompensated
relaxation model. The hotspot or rising mantle diapir
model does predict that the topographynarrows as the
anomaly approachesthe surface. Late stage behavior
of the rising mantle diapir, when flattening occurs as
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the body approachesthe surface,may cause additional
deformation

not included in this model.

No correlation

between age or complexity of structure and size of
coronaehas been identified at this time. In general,
the hotspot model combined with gravitational

relaxation is consistentwith most of the major
characteristics

of

coronae.

This

combination

of

models predicts relatively late stage formation of the
central low and trough.
A sinking mantle diapir model would producean
initial depression followed by uplift and trough
formation. The predicted topographyis consistent
with coronae, with the exception of the lack of
identification of basins that may be precursors to
coronae. As the diapir sinks, the peripheral trough
narrows and shallows. Troughs surroundingcoronae
are generally50-75 krn acrossand approximately500
m deep, with no obvious change with increasing
corona degradation. Coronae interpreted to be the
oldest (those 'm the subduedclass) are not surrounded
by troughs, which could, however, be below the
resolution of available altimetry data [Pronin and
Stofan, 1990]. Or the troughsaroundthese coronae
may be infilled with volcanic material. Radial
compressionalfeatures, concentric graben, and outer
concentric compression are predicted at corona.
Concentric graben are not typical of coronae in the
Venera 15/16 data, and the concentriccompressional
featureslie outsidethe troughunlike at coronae. Some
interior linear featuresare of unknownorigin and thus
may fit the model. The raisedtopographyproducedin
this model would undergo gravitational relaxation as
describedabove. In general,the sinkingmantle diapir
can account for many of the observed corona
characteristics,but the prediction of dominant central
thrusting, concentric graben, outer concentric
compressional
features,and an early time topographic
low

makes

it a less favored

model.

Neither

model

adequatelyexplainswhy deformationis concentratedin
the annulae of coronae.

The averageage of the surfaceof the northern
hemisphere of Venus has been estimated at 0.5-1.0
b.y. [Iranov et al., 1986] or younger[Schaberet al.,
1987].
Since gravitational relaxation is a timedependentprocess,upper limits can be placed on the

ageof coronae.
Fora mantle
viscosity
of 1021Pas,
relaxationtime for a 400-km-diameteruncompensated
plateau is approximately 100 m.y. or less
[Bindschadler,
1990].
Relaxation times for
compensatedfeatures will be longer, and are sensitive
to crustal thicknessand temperaturegradient. These

relativelyfast relaxationtime scalessuggestthat many
coronae are relatively young in age, with most
probably similar in age to the overall age of the
northernhemisphere. The processof coronaformation
appearsto have been occurring over a period of time,
with some coronae apparently almost completely
relaxed (e.g., Demeter), others in the process of
relaxation (e.g., Feronia), and others still may be
forming (e.g., protocoronae).
CONCLUSIONS

We have developed models that can be used to

predict topographyand stressesresultingfrom forces

causedby a mantle diapir at depth acting on layers of
prescribedviscosity. In the hotspot or rising diapir
model, uplift is accompaniedby central extensional
features surrounded by azimuthal compressional
features. As the force distribution representingthe
diapir is placedcloser to the surface,narrowerhigher
uplift results along with radial normal faulting and
some amountof concentriccompression. The sinking
mantle diapir model predicts uplift of the surface
surrounded by a peripheral trough.
The high
topography increases and the trough narrows and
shallows as the diapir is placed at deeper levels.
Radial thrust faults, concentric graben, and outer
concentric compressional features are predicted.
Gravitational relaxation models were also investigated
and were found to produce a central topographiclow
and peripheraltrough.

Origin of Coronae
Coronae on Venus have several defining
characteristicsincluding relatively raised topography,
annuli of concentric ridges, peripheral troughs, and
association

with

volcanism.

Studies

of individual

coronamorphologyhave defineda sequence
of events.
Uplift and volcanism occur in the early stages,
followedby annulusand troughformation,topographic
degradation,
andcontinuedvolcanism.This sequence
of
events is most consistentwith formation by a hotspot

accompaniedand followed by gravitationalrelaxation.
However, the sinking mantle diapir model cannotbe
completelyruled out, as it predicts many features
characteristic

of

coronae.

None

of

the

models

adequatelyexplainsformationof the annulus. We are
currentlydevelopingmore detailedrelaxationmodels
as well as examiningother possiblemechanismsof
annulus formation.

Relaxation time scales suggest that some coronae

are relatively young features. The processof corona
formation is an ongoing one; some structures appear

highly degraded,and othersstill may be in the process
of formation.

Variations in morphology between

coronaeare interpretedto result from differencesin
their individual stage of evolution as well as
differencesin the significanceof various processesin
their

evolution.

Coronae

occur

as both

isolated

featuresin the low- latitude plains and in clustersat

higherlatitudes.Regardless
of whethercoronaeformed
by rising or sinking mantle diapirs, their formation
involveda significanttransferof heat from the interior
to the surface. We are currently assessingthe
significanceof coronaeto heat lossprocesses,
as well
as their relationshipto global tectonicpatterns.
Testsfor Magellan

High resolutionimage and altimetry data from the
Magellan mission to Venus which arrived in mid-1990,
can be used to differentiate

between

models of corona

origin. The sequenceof events,initial topography
and
evolutionof the trough, and nature of interior tectonic
featuresare critical in understanding
coronaformation.
Sequence
of events. The risingmanfiediapirmodel
predictsearly uplift and volcanismfollowedby later
trough formation. The sinking model predicts
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formation of a topographic low, followed by a

topographic
high surrounded
by a trough. Formation
of a compressional
annuluscouldoccurat early stages
or at later stagesoutsidethe trough. At present,the
geologicalrelationsthat havebeenestablished
[Stofan
and Head, 1990; Pronin and Stofan, 1990] are not
sufficiently detailed to permit distinguishingbetween
the two models. Volcanic complexesinterpreted as

proto-coronae
andcoronaesuchas Bachuesuggestthat
uplift andvolcanismpredatemajor annulusand trough
Topography. Detectionof basinswhich may be
precursorsto coronaein the Magellan data would
provide supportfor the sinking diapir model. In
addition,the sinkingmantlediapir modelpredictsthat
the troughwill becomemorenarrowand shallowwith
Neither of these effects has been identified in

available (50-100 km resolution) altimetry data.
Current data suggestthat the troughs around coronae
are all about the same width and depth, which supports
the predictionsof the gravitationalrelaxationmodel.
Interior tectonic features. Many ridges in the
interior of coronae are of unknown origin. An
extensionalorigin for the featureswould supportthe
hotspot model, while a compressionalorigin would
support the sinking diapir model. In addition, the
hotspot model predicts that the topography will
narrow and become higher as the anomaly approaches
the surface. No correlation between complexity of
structure and size has been determined, but higher
resolution images of the deformed interior of many
coronaemay permit detectionof this effect. The study
of

the interior

of

coronae

and their

evolution

and

topographic characteristics with high-resolution
imagesand altimetry from Magellan shouldallow us to
distinguish between models of origin. In addition,
more complex models analyzing effects of flattening
of the diapir as it approached
the surfaceare needed.
Gravity signature. Hotspots on the Earth have a
characteristic gravity signature (positive geoid
anomalies). Magellan gravity data will be used to
determine if coronae have a characteristic gravity
signature and how it compares to the gravity
signaturesof terrestrial hotspots.
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